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FOUNDER’S NOTE

A

s we draw close to the end of the school year,
all of our campuses around the country are
holding graduation ceremonies. I hope you
have attended your children’s too! For our teachers,
the end of year is often a bag of mixed feelings. On
one hand, we are super proud and excited about
the growth of the students. One reason why most
of us chose the education profession is from the
tremendous satisfaction of seeing how we’re making
a difference with the children; how they become
young adults exhibiting noble values and watching
them accomplish things that they couldn’t before.
On the other hand, we have developed such a strong
relationship and bond with them during this process
that it’s hard to say goodbye to the graduates. The
hugs and tears that you see from our teachers during
graduations are both of elation as well as sadness.
One quality we hope to instill in all our graduates
is the courage to change and inspire. You probably
have seen this line on our logos, in our brochures, or
heard it from our staff. The foundation of courage is
self-confidence. Starting from a young age, we find
various strategies to build up the self-confidence
and self-esteem in our students. We want to be
sure that this sense of self-worth is from within and
not from their parents’ financial privilege or from

constant praise. The latter is fragile and can easily
be perceived as arrogance.
We hope that our graduates will distinguish
themselves when they grow up by having a very
clear sense of ethics and moral compass, as well
as a desire to change things for the better. It’s a
very confusing world that faces our children, such
as the state of politics and social issues, with the
ever increasing inequality gap. They will also have
to deal with the impacts of new technology such as
artificial intelligence and genetic engineering. To be
able to navigate through all these challenges, our
children need be well grounded in understanding
who they are and have the courage to make a
difference when it is asked of them.
Looking forward, I know many families have already
made exciting plans for the summer. I wish all
of you a wonderful and safe summer, and I look
forward to hearing stories from the students about
their summer activities.

Jack Hsu
CEO and Founder of Ivy Education Group
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Graduates from Ivy Education Group schools gather for their first ever group
photo!
Front row from left to right: Zimo Xu (KG graduate, Daystar Academy),
Tomoka Komota (KG graduate, Ivy Bilingual School), Yu Tianru (KG graduate,
MIK Kindergarten), Jojo Yang (KG graduate, Ivy Academy), Jamie-Leigh Chang
(Casa Graduate, Daystar Academy)
Back row from left to right: Bovi Woon (5th grade graduate, Daystar
Academy), Nanda Gremo (8th grade graduate, Daystar Academy)
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Editor's Note

Dear Readers,
As I sit here reflecting on this past school year, I realize
that I have learned so much, and yet still have so
much more to learn. I have watched with pride as my
younger daughter began CASA still with a pacifier in her
mouth three years ago, to now graduating Daystar’s
Casa program, insisting she can take the elevator by
herself at our house. She can read and write, add and
subtract, and if I bump into anything she quickly asks
me “are you okay”? I am so incredibly proud.
At the same time, my older daughter is completing
second grade, and will be entering third grade in
the Fall. I learned this year that I thought I was not
a tiger mom, but perhaps I am a little. I had hopes
and expectations of how she should be doing, acting
and behaving. And when she was not meeting those
expectations, I was frustrated, and would over react. I
came to the realization that at least for me, losing my
temper did not help anyone, least of all my daughter.
And second, if I had certain expectations, it was also
my responsibility to make sure I was providing her with
the right tools, support and environment to meet those
expectations. I realized I had not done a very good job
of that. So now I am trying to adjust, to make sure we
have two-way conversations, and be better at listening.
Already I am sensing a difference, and I think we are all
the better for it.
If I were to reflect on my work, it’s been a personally
very gratifying year. I love my new role as Director of
Community Advancement, which has allowed me to
do what I am truly passionate about: connecting with
people. I have enjoyed teaching my students in Daystar’s
yearbook ASA, loved every minute of Week for Change
and Music Under the Stars, was in awe at the turnout
at UNITY DAY, and so moved by images of our Daystar
parents and students volunteering to read at Our
Learning House, a community center
for children with

disabilities.
And although the
school year was basically nonstop, it never felt like “work” because I was
so happy doing it all, and found purpose in it. I also
made it a point to find more balance in my life too. I
visited the Forbidden City with my in-laws who were
visiting from the USA, and baked rainbow cupcakes with
my girls despite having a million things to do. To me,
having those moments as well, are what matter most.
If I were to think about this past year (per our theme
“Thoughts and Dreams”), I would say it’s been an
intense, but wonderful year. I am grateful for my
family. I am grateful that I get to do what I love. The
wheels are already in motion for all my activities and
events next year, and I cannot wait. And when it comes
to my personal goal, I hope that I can continue to do
even better when it comes to raising my daughters, and
leading a balanced life.
Thank you for your support of VOICES this past school
year. I hope you have found the publication useful
and enjoyable. Here’s wishing you and your family a
wonderful Summer holiday, and see you in the Fall!

With warmest regards,

Ja Wuttithamrong
Chief Editor, VOICES
Director of Community Advancement,
Ivy Education Group
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IVY NEWS

DAYSTAR ACADEMY IS
AN AUTHORIZED PYP SCHOOL!

W

e are proud to announce Daystar Beigao Elementary’s
authorization from the International Baccalaureate
(IB) Organization as an IB World School offering
Primary Years Programme (PYP)!
We are extremely excited and proud of this accomplishment
and thank not only our staff and parents for putting trust
and confidence in this journey but most of all, we thank
our students. Our students have been at the center of this
journey and their learning has been the evidence every step
of the way.
It was three years of hard work, dedication, and learning
that brought us to this point. We have made great strides
and will not stop now. The real journey has just begun! We
look forward to the continual learning and engagement of
all our stakeholders moving forward, and we are filled with
pride for the entire school for making the PYP a success at
Daystar Elementary!
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IVY NEWS

An Unforgettable

S

aturday May 19th was an incredible day
for us! Over 4,000 people attended Ivy
Education Group’s annual community
event at our Beigao campus, our biggest
gathering yet!
Despite the light drizzle that you could
feel throughout the event, the spirit was
energetic, high, celebratory, and FUN!
Kids squealed with delight at the actionpacked activities and performances
available. Adults savored the delicious
food. And campuses pulled out all the
stops for our traditional school parade…
with host Daystar Academy Beigao bringing
out a whole dragon!
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UNITY DAY also featured Daystar’s first
ever “Daystar’s Got Talent”. Inspired by
their Unit of Inquiry, three fourth grade
students wanted to raise money to help
victims of natural disaster. We had 13
acts, and raised 11,260.20 RMB for Jet
Li’s ONE FOUNDATION, which focuses on
disaster relief.

IVY NEWS

Another special highlight was Yale’s a
cappella group the Redhot & Blue! Their
performance literally ended on an epic
note because of the weather (the roof blew
off!). But despite ending early, everyone
had an amazing time!
Thank you to everyone for making UNITY
DAY so memorable and meaningful!

ITI Corner
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ITI Corner

Equipping Stakeholders with
By Ryan Cardwell, Director of the Ivy Training Institute

O

ver the past year the Ivy Training Institute
has accomplished quite a lot in the servicing
of better student outcomes through
professional development. More importantly, we
have learned an enormous amount about how
to deliver, optimize and improve Professional
Development outcomes in the future.
What We Did
Starting with the Builders Conference in August
of 2017 we delivered 227 number of hours to
914 number of teachers and staff around China.
We have trained on topics ranging from business
and ethics to design thinking and classroom
management. We arranged one-off workshops
and multi-day professional development retreats.
We ran our first program outside of Beijing: a
series of workshops for teachers and parent talks.
Through it all, one thing was very clear: the desire
to participate in and be improved by Professional
Development is very strong in our organization,
and I find that extremely encouraging.
What We Learned
Recently, I completed an extensive report on this
very topic. Though the report runs 18 pages, I
can summarize our key findings here.
1. There is a need to focus on long term training
programs over one-off workshops. This applies
to both live and online training programs.
2. There is a need to choose and deploy key
cultural concepts organization wide.
3. We must collect feedback, follow up and
measure the impact of training on student
outcomes.

4. Regular observation and discussion of practice
is necessary with teachers at all levels.
5. Professional Development must be differentiated
by program, campus, job scope and point in career
development.
This means that in the coming months and
years, we will be focused on the development of
more long term and in-depth training programs
that are aimed at key cohorts of teachers. We
realize that the support and training needs of
our teachers at Ivy Academy in Beijing are quite
different than that of our Multiple Intelligences
Kindergarten Teachers in Chengdu. We must be
mindful of this fact, and design our programming
accordingly.
Second, we need to help people to talk more
about our core values and organizing principles.
We need to afford people with the opportunity
to discuss MI Theory and Gardner’s subsequent
work in an effort to move forward the goals and
aspirations of our organization.
Finally, we realize that we at ITI must play a
larger role in both measuring the efficacy of our
training efforts, as well as providing ongoing
support for the application of the skills taught.
Final Thought
It has been a fantastic year in which we
accomplished a remarkable amount and learned
valuable lessons that will inform our work
for years to come. We promise that we will
continue to equip our participants with not only
the courage, but also the tools to change and
inspire.
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DSS Recap

A Concert Series
Like No Other
By Ja Wuttithamrong,
Director of Community Advancement & VOICES Chief Editor

It had been months in the making, and when it finally
all came together, it was pure bliss.
We are talking about Ivy Education Group’s recently
concluded “Music Under the Stars”. For the first
time ever, we hosted not one, but THREE incredible
musical ensembles in one year…all hailing from
Harvard University and Yale University!
It all began on Mother’s Day Sunday, May 13th, when
Yale’s all-cello rock ensemble Low Strung spoke
and performed at our Ivy Schools in Tianjin. For
many children and their parents, they had never
witnessed nine cellists playing together in such
perfect harmony, and with such passion.
Low Strung also performed for the Beijing
community on Tuesday May 15th for the first of our
series “Music Under the Stars”. The concept? Just
wonderful music performed outdoors, “under the
stars” at our intimate Daystar/Ivy Sanlitun campus.
And even though the rain forced us indoors half-way
through the show, it was still a completely magical
and memorable evening.
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A week later we had a chance to host
our first ever all-gender a cappella
group, Yale’s Redhot & Blue! They first
performed at our annual community
event UNITY DAY on Saturday May 19th.
Again, nature was not on our side,
and during their final number, a huge
gust of wind came out of nowhere and
tore off the backdrop and roof! Not
to be deterred, Redhot singer Eduardo
continued singing and finished off the
song in an epic fashion!
What made their visit so special was
that they also had a chance to spend
the following Tuesday interacting and
performing with our students from
Daystar Academy, Beigao campus. That
included a master class with fourth and
fifth graders, as well as a special session
for Daystar Middle school students. Three
Redhot members openly shared their
thoughts on various topics, from what
motivates them, to things our students
can do now to start preparing for college,
all of which were incredibly helpful.
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Other members brought that same
candor and thoughtfulness to our
second Music Under the Stars that
evening. Co-hosted with Due West
Education, the event kicked off
with a panel discussion about “Life
At Yale”, followed by a fabulous
concert. Some key takeaways from
the panel discussion included the
importance of trying to identify and
cultivate your passion, stepping out
of your comfort zone, and having a
trusting and respectful relationship
with your parents. The performance
after was also breathtaking,
occurring outdoors with a cool
breeze and twinkling lights.
On Sunday June 17th, we hosted our
third and final musical ensemble,
the Harvard Krokodiloes from
Harvard University!
Believe it
or not, this was our second time
hosting the Kroks! We had the honor
of hosting them last June, and it had
been a roaring success.
An Ivy Education Group Publication
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This year, they asked to return, and performed only for us in Beijing.
They delighted audience members again with their great repertoire
of Great American Songbooks and beyond. And the fact that our final
concert occurred on Father’s Day, made “Music Under the Stars” a
truly magical and unforgettable series. It couldn’t have ended on a
more perfect note.
You may ask why does Ivy Education Group endeavor to bring musical
groups to Beijing? It’s simple, really. We are all about community.
And among the many things that we try to do (and hopefully, do well)
for our community is bring amazing, entertaining and inspirational
experiences for everyone. “Music” falls under “great experiences”.
And if even one student gets inspired to try playing the cello, or any
instrument, or wants to try a cappella, because of what they have
witnessed through our concerts, then it will have been worth it.
Our sincere thanks to everyone for your support of “Music Under the
Stars”. Looking forward to next year!
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“Our Thoughts and Dreams”
By Ja Wuttithamrong, Chief Editor

A

s some of our students graduate and move on
to the next stage in their lives, we wanted to
take a moment and hear from them personally,
their thoughts and dreams.
For our Kindergarten graduates, I asked them what
they have enjoyed the most so far in school, and

how they feel about going to Elementary school? For
our fifth and eighth grader, they shared their own
personal thoughts.
Of course, this is just a snapshot…but the words are
their very own. Enjoy!

Yu Tianru
Nationality: Chinese
Joined Ivy: 2014
Kindergarten A Class, Ivy Mi Kindergarten, Lijing
Campus
“I will miss my friends, especially playing in the
playground with them, and my teachers. I’m
excited to go to Elementary school, and I will
need to work hard, study hard and do well on
my tests!
An Ivy Education Group Publication
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Jojo Yang
Nationality: Chinese
Joined Ivy: 2014
Kindergarten A Class, Ivy Academy, Sanlitun
Campus
“I loved playing in the playground, especially at
the slides. I also loved drawing with my teachers.
I also had so much fun at Sports Day! I am really
going to miss my teacher Jeff, because he’s so
much fun to play with. I’m a little scared about
Elementary school, but will do my best!”

Tomoka Komota
Nationality: Japanese
Joined Ivy: 2015
Kindergarten B Class, Ivy Bilingual School, Ocean
Express Campus
“I really liked my Ivy teachers the most. I also
liked playing outside, reading books, and playing
the piano with my friends! Finally, I also like
drawing pictures and lunch time! Thank you to
all my teachers!”
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Zimo Xu
Nationality: Chinese
Joined Daystar: 2017
Kindergarten C Class, Daystar Academy Beigao
Campus
“I really like playing with my friends, especially
Hu Tianwang. He’s my best friend because he
really understands me. I also had a lot of fun
in various activities, and my favorite was Sports
Day! I’m excited to go to first grade because my
brother is in first grade now!”

Jamie-Leigh Chang
Nationality: USA
Joined Daystar: 2015
Casa A, Daystar Academy Beigao Campus
“My favorite thing about Daystar is my friends. I
also had fun learning Michael Jackson songs with
Jie Jie, and Sports Day! I’ve had a chance to
sit in an elementary class and it felt a little bit
hard, so I’m a little nervous. But hopefully it will
be okay.”
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Bovi Woon
Nationality: Malaysian
Joined Daystar: 2013
Grade 5, Daystar Academy Beigao Campus
“I feel very happy graduating 5th grade from Daystar Academy
because I feel very free after graduating, and I like being free.
I learned a lot of things in the past 5 years in Daystar. In math
class, I learned about fractions, decimals. In English class I
learned a lot of new words, I learned how to write essays, and
I also learned how to write opinion essays and a lot of other
things in the past five years. In Chinese class, I managed to
learn a lot of new words, I even learned how to write good
quality essays. In music class I learned how to play found sound,
and I learned how to count the beat.
I have created a ton of happy memories in Daystar like, when I
made my first friend, when my friend came back from Shanghai
to visit Daystar Academy, and when it is recess time. Another
very good memory was when we went to camp, it was very
fun, we did a lot of cool things and, we also built our own
civilization.
I am most looking forward to recess in middle school because
I heard that recess is very fun in middle school, you get to
play Ping Pong, and foosball. I am also looking forward to lunch
time because there is more freedom. Some classes like design
& technology would give you the chance to build and create. I
am glad that I can continue studying in Daystar Academy.”

Nanda Gremo
Nationality: USA		
Joined Daystar: 2009
Grade 8, Daystar Academy Beigao Campus
“My years at Daystar are coming to an end. I
am deeply emotional when it comes to thinking
about leaving, for this is the place I’ve grown up
in. Daystar, my beloved home for 8 years, has
taught me so many things that have prepared
me for what my future holds. The memories,
the sentiment, and the love I have for Daystar
is unbelievable. I will never forget the friends I
have made, the teachers that have helped and
guided me, and the lessons I have learned here.
I am so grateful to have been able to grow up
in this school, and it will always take up a huge
space in my heart.”

Thank you to all of our graduate representatives for
their help and enthusiasm. Here’s wishing every
graduate the very best of luck and happiness in going
forward. Study hard, but also play hard too. And ask
lots of questions! Congratulations!
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From Pre-K1 to Kindergarten…
An Amazing Journey

By Eugene Mudarisov, English Lead Teacher, Ivy Bilingual School Eco-city Experimental Campus, Tianjin

Good day everyone!
My name is Eugene. I’m an English Lead
teacher at Ivy Bilingual Kindergarten in Eco
City, Tianjin. I’ve been with Ivy for three
years now and hand on my heart, it’s been
the most amazing time of my life! I wanted
to reflect on some memories, share some
thoughts and experiences with anyone who’ll
read this article.
During the past three years, I was lucky
enough to stay with the same children and
teachers. I think the fact that I’ve been able
to watch these children grow and help them
learn for such a long period of time played
the most important role for me.
I clearly remember the first time when I
walked in the classroom back in July 2015. The
kids were only 2-3 years old when I first met
them, and it was the first bilingual Nursery
class in my campus. These children were being
separated from their parents for the first time
in their lives. As we all know it’s never easy
for a child to be away from the comfort of
their own home, away from their parents’
love or simply away from familiar faces. My
mother is an early childhood educator with
An Ivy Education Group Publication

over 30 years of experience. She gave me the
best advice - before you even think of how
to teach these children, make sure they fall
in love you, make sure they fully trust you,
make sure they see more than just a teacher
in you, try to become their best friend. It
made perfect sense to me. I promised myself
that I would do anything to create a cozy and
loving environment, I would try to turn the
classroom into their second home.
Building a relationship with each child was
definitely a big challenge for me but it was
super fun at the same time! Some kids were
really inviting and open to communication
while others would simply burst into tears
every time they saw me. What I learnt
during my first semester in this class was
that patience and love are the most powerful
tools that can be used when you are working
with kids. It took time and endless effort to
connect; to find the right approach for each
individual, for each personality. Many times
it felt like you’ve been knocking on a door
that just won’t open. I strongly believe that
the level of consistency and the amount of
time we put in what we do determines the

Kindergarten Corner

future results. It didn’t take long before these children
started to call me “Eugene ba ba”. Everyone wanted to
sit on my lap or hold my hand. It really amazed me how
attached they got over such a short period of time. I
felt wonderful about it, and knew that we were headed
in the right direction. We became very close - a family
feeling, that’s how I would describe it.
I’m very grateful that I was never alone in this journey.
I’ve met the most passionate and dedicated teachers
during these past three years. My Chinese Lead teacher
Gloria is the perfect example, We’ve always shared the
same vision, have always put these children first. It’s
not a “one man job”, it’s a team effort.
Being an early childhood educator certainly comes with
a lot of responsibilities. It’s not just about teaching or
taking care of their personal needs. I’ve always tried
to be “everything” for these children. From changing
their clothes, comforting them when they’re upset or
insecure, being around whenever they need me, to
teaching the first ABC’s, reading stories, introducing the
world around us. Children don’t really need fancy toys
or modern classroom equipment to develop and grow.
The most valuable thing that we can offer to them - is
our time. It’s been my rule all these years - spend as
much time as possible with every child. Show a child

that you care, make a child feel loved and appreciated.
Teaching becomes so much easier when a child sees a
friend in you.
I’m very proud of this class. These kids have developed
and grown in so many ways. Every child comes with his
or her own unique ability, talent, and skills. From not
being able to say their own name, we’ve arrived at a
point where we can have a solid conversation about
almost anything. That’s what I really like about my job
- being able to see results. Every day is progress. It’s
really rewarding.
These children give me so much love and energy! For me
it’s a privilege to be able to teach them, to guide them,
to make mistakes with them, to share the moments of
happiness and joy - to be a part of their lives. Nothing
will ever compare to a child’s love - the most sincere
and purest thing that exists!
All good things come to an end. It’s our last month
together in the kindergarten and they will soon be off
to primary school. As I said earlier - we’ve become
a family! Saying “goodbye” to these kids will be the
hardest thing for me to do. I’ve spent the most amazing
three years with these children - I consider myself a
very lucky person.
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Daystar Elementary School
By Marissa Henkel, PYP Coordinator, Daystar Academy Beigao Campus

“The Primary Years Programme (PYP)
exhibition represents a significant event
in the life of a PYP school and student,
synthesizing the essential elements
of the PYP and sharing them with the
whole school community. As a culminating experience it is an opportunity for
students to exhibit the attributes of the
International Baccalaureate (IB) learner
profile that have been developing
throughout their engagement with the
PYP. Students are required to engage in
a collaborative, transdisciplinary inquiry
process that involves them in identifying, investigating and offering solutions
to real-life issues or problems.”
(IBO PYP Exhibition Guidelines, 2008)
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A

s a newly authorized IB PYP school, Daystar was excited and proud to undertake
its first ever PYP Exhibition! This year,
Daystar’s Grade 5 students explored areas of
interest that connected to the class Central
Idea “A variety of factors influence personal
well-being.”
To kick off their journey, students interviewed
a healthcare expert, Ms. Roohi Hamlani from
Beijing United Family Hospital, to understand
what it means to be healthy. From the interview students learned that well-being encompasses much more than only physical health,
which launched their inquiry into the 4 interrelated aspects of well-being: emotional, social,
mental, and physical health.
Over the following weeks, students engaged
in a series of collaborative and independent
learning experiences. They documented each
step of their inquiry in their Student Process
Journals, which provided space for them to record and reflect on their learning as well as on
their development of transdisciplinary skills.
Throughout the 2-month exhibition process,
students strengthened their research and
thinking skills by:
Carrying out preliminary research to build
their knowledge of issues related to well-being
Defining their personal topics for investigation
Formulating concept-based questions to
guide their research
Utilizing primary and secondary sources to
gather information
Collecting and analyzing data from surveys
Considering multiple perspectives about how
to promote and maintain well-being
Reflecting on their progress and identifying
next steps

Developing effective oral presentation skills
to share their learning with a variety of audiences
Students were challenged to improve their
self-management skills throughout this process by:
Meeting weekly deadlines
Keeping track of and reflecting on their progress
Punctually attending weekly mentor
meetings
Organizing research notes and information
Maintaining their process journals with upto-date entries
Demonstrating independence and self-directed learning habits
At the Well-being Health Fair on May 23, 2018,
which consisted of 36 student displays as well
as 2 booths from Beijing United Family Hospital, 5th Grade students were able to confidently present their investigation findings
and teach Daystar’s school community about
the importance of maintaining emotional, social, mental, and physical health. This year’s
Grade 5 students set a high standard for future
students to follow. We look forward to seeing
what the PYP Exhibition will look like in the
coming years at Daystar!

Students cultivated their communication and
collaboration skills by:
Collaborating with their peers to discuss
real-life problems associated with well-being
Meeting with mentors and teachers to discuss their progress and receive feedback
Conducting interviews with experts in the
community
Writing research-based opinion essays
to present their stance on their topic and
provide evidence for their thinking
Creating visual displays of learning
21
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“A garden requires
patient labor and attention. Plants do not
grow merely to satisfy
ambitions or to fulfill
good intentions. They
thrive because someone
expended effort on
them.”
— Liberty Hyde Bailey

“…And
So It

Grows”
By Kari King,
Elementary Principal,
Daystar Academy
Sanlitun campus

W

hen I walked onto the Daystar Sanlitun campus
for the first time almost a year ago I was struck
not by the white walls and empty garden beds
but instead by the possibility. I saw not only what our
garden could be but also what WE could and would be
with a little time and a lot of love.
I first approached Mr. James Thomason in August to ask
him to take on the garden as a project for the year
and it was clear that he wasn’t sure about the vision I
had for the garden. Nonetheles, Mr. Thomason agreed
to help out getting our garden growing.
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We started out slow and, at first, the garden wasn’t
much to see. It was contained in window sills and
cafeteria tables. With a small garden club, Mr. Thomason began sowing the seeds that would become our
school garden. Much like our school, it was a slow start
with some bumps along the way and it required a ton
of work. Some of the plants died, things had to be replanted and regrown and just when it was looking up,
winter came. There were days where it didn’t seem
like our little garden would make it at all. But then
there were other days…. Days where students took
their personal time to keep our plants alive, days where
our staff spent their vacation caring for our garden and
little by little it started to bloom.

ELEMENTARY Corner

Our Garden

Padma
at Garden Day

Every week 1 strawberry
grows, which is both delicious and
organic!
The garden may be small, but it has a lot
of plants. Sometimes kids water the garden
during recess . During garden club , I feel
happy that I’m a part of it.
The garden is warm and friendly,
environmentally safe , compost making,
non-polluting, and most importantly,
a loved place.
- Padma, 3rd Grade

As Spring arrived, the whole school took time to help
transform the garden through their garden murals and
students, staff and parents left their mark on this space.
Despite the slow start and the uncertain days, you can
now find at any given recess, a parade of students carrying water back and forth to keep our garden alive
and a dedicated group of people working to sustain the
space. You can often see staff members and parents
donating their valuable time to supporting the work and
some even joining the Thursday afternoon garden club.
Students have learned to use tools, to plant something
and watch it grow. The pride that they show in growing
something from a seed to a plant is so exciting to see.
The garden has transformed the school and provided

wonderful learning opportunities for the children. It has
brought the community together in a huge way and continues to develop.
As our garden has grown and taken shape, so have we.
Our students are taller than they were a year ago, more
knowledgeable and full of excitement. Our hallways
are alive with the imagination and creations of our
community and although some days were difficult we
are all the more beautiful and strong for the struggle.
It is through the dedication, trust and love that not only
our garden but also our school has blossomed and will
continue to grow strong.
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“Week
Without Walls”
By Caleb Archer, MS/HS Principal, Daystar Academy

D

aystar’s Middle School students recently
had the opportunity to participate in our
first Week Without Walls program. The
varied Education Outside the Classroom (EOTC)
programs combined elements of adventure,
outdoor education, service as action and
personal growth, into an amazing actionpacked camp experience for Grade 6-8
students. The programs were custom
designed by Indier (http://indier.org/
en) to meet our specific needs, and to
compliment other elements of our
MS program.
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“It is only in adventure that some people succeed
in knowing themselves.”
- Andre Gide
There are multiple benefits to EOTC, that outdoor
educators often joke about it being the ultimate test
of what is taught inside the classroom. Though it does
not assess spelling or algebra, the students’ resilience,
collaboration, self management, independence, empathy
and so much more is on display and put to the test in
real scenarios. For every student the tests they face are
unique but equally challenging.
By facing heights, new social situations, spiders, group
performances, cooking, cycling, early mornings, fatigue,
mosquitos, being isolated from technology, being away
from parents, sleeping outdoors, water, caves, local
food… and the list goes on, students learn more about
themselves and what challenges them. It is rare that
anyone, student or staff, can go through a week of camp
without being challenged and having to communicate or
negotiate successfully in a range of situations.
This year, 46 students took up the WWW challenge, and
were accompanied by six of our own staff and six staff
from Indier. Twenty students from Grade 6 left for
Yanqing in the north of Beijing district, while 26 students
from Grade 7 - 8 flew to Yangshuo, in southern China.
The camp programs differed in both length and difficulty.
While both camps included outdoor cooking, camping,
hiking, mountain biking and team building, the Grade 7-8

camp (being a day longer) also included organic gardening,
service as action, rock climbing and caving. For many of
the Grade 7-8 students the highlights were the amazing
geology lessons held inside a limestone caving system that
was entered through an underground river.
To provide an authentic service as action experience,
Indier partnered with the Kastaway Group (https://
www.karstaway.com/projects) and our students put their
Design Technology skills to the test by laying the flooring
on what will become a vocational college for young adults
with disabilities from all around China. The project has
been on-going for two years now and has been entirely
constructed by school groups like ours. Despite the
sweltering heat, our students confronted their tasks with
enthusiasm and dedication that made it clear they loved
what they were doing.
At the end of their adventures, our students returned with
mosquito bites, great stories and a better understanding
of just how amazing they are.
“Going far from comfort and the well lit avenues
of life to experience challenge and adventure in
good company is what extends our horizons, lifts
our souls and measures our courage. To engage
with uncertainty in the wild world is to learn who
you are and that you are capable of much more
than you ever imagined.”
- Unknown
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Celebrating
Children’s Art Work
By VOICES Reporter

T

he theme for this year’s Ivy Academy Sanlitun
Art Show was “Ivy Adventures”. Throughout the
year, students created art inspired by different
adventures including a Rainforest Adventure, Space
Adventure and Garden Adventure. The art show
was a chance to highlight and show off the best of
the students’ individual and group pieces. Bright
and colorful artworks combined with the beautiful
surroundings of the Suzhou Gardens and great activities
made for a truly amazing art show!
In addition, two pieces were selected to be showcased
at the Ullens Center for Contemporary Art (UCCA) Youth
Art Exhbition, “Garden” by the school’s Nursery class,
and “Space” by PreK-1B. Well done students!
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Daystar Athletics:

Where We’ve Been and
Where We’re Going
By Matt Heyman, K-12 Athletics Coordinator

I

t is with much pride that I write this article about the
Daystar Phoenix Athletic Program. When I arrived in
August 2016, the Sports Field, Middle School building,
and ASA building were still under construction, we
weren’t even called the Phoenix yet!!! The swimming
team was still called the Orcas!
Since then, Daystar has hosted multiple sporting events,
tournaments and friendly games with local public
schools and international schools. We have attended
many competitions, and in some cases, have even won!
There is much to be proud of as a Phoenix Athlete. My
proudest moment wasn’t winning the tournaments or
even hosting the different events; my proudest moment
happened this spring. Our Middle School Boys’ and
Girls’ basketball teams won the Sportsmanship Award
in their basketball competition. The Sportsmanship
award is special because it is voted on by everyone in
the competition that you compete against. Winning
the award meant that Daystar exhibited a true fighting
spirit; playing with pride and fair play, and of course
sportsmanship.

My pride in our athletes continued further when they
asked to continue basketball practice, even when there
were no more games, no more tournaments. Why did they
want to continue? To continue to get better, to pursue
greatness…maybe; but I think it was mostly about enjoying
the sport. Our students wanted to play more basketball
because they like basketball. As an athletic director and
PE teacher, that’s my ultimate goal.
I want my students to fall in love with sports. I want
them to become passionate about sport and physical
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activity. I want them to grow and develop physically as
well as mentally. I hope when they finish school they
remember these lessons. I hope when they grow older
they remember the importance of being active. When
they get jobs and have to work with others, I hope they
remember good teamwork, sportsmanship and fair play
because those concepts transcend into the workplace.
I hope they see the benefit of hard work, going beyond
the bare minimum, and trying something new. I hope
these values are passed on to the next generation
when our students grow up and have families of their
own.
To be honest, our sports programs would be nothing
without the support of the parents. Picking up kids
from practices, taking them to weekend tournaments,
standing out in a snowstorm to watch baseball,
flying to Shanghai for swimming, enduring crazy hot
temperatures for tennis, or watching very one-sided
basketball games, etc.; our parents are there screaming
Go Phoenix! Daystar Jia You. For that, I am both
thankful and proud.
So, what is next for this young Athletic Department?
More Competitions? Yes. More hosting tournaments?
Yes. New Sports? Maybe. A sports’ dome, a hockey rink,
a golf driving range? Who knows? One thing for certain
is that I will be there with our teachers and coaches,
doing as much as we can, to ensure our students have
opportunities to play and giving our parents plenty to
cheer for. As always, Go Phoenix, Go Daystar or even
better Daystar Jia You!
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Ask the Doctor:

Get to Know
Your Child’s Bones
By Lucy Wu, Beijing United Family Hospital

This includes their cardiovascular systems and their
skeletal systems, as well as other areas.
Children’s bones contain lots of collagen and are coated
with an extra thick layer of periosteum (a protective
membrane that covers the bones). This allows their
bones to grow quickly and heal faster than adults’.
Whereas an adult will take two or three months to
recover fully from a broken bone, a child will take only
two or three weeks.
Are there any types of fractures that only children
can get?
Yes – in fact, there are four types.
With summer well underway and the temperatures
climbing steadily, our kids will be spending more and
more time outdoors. While this allows them to get their
daily dose of vitamin D, it will also increase their risk
of injury. This can be anything from scrapes and bruises
to broken bones.
When parents suspect that their child has suffered a
broken bone, they usually follow a set procedure for
an at-home diagnosis. If the child is howling with pain
and can’t move the affected area, it’s time to see the
doctor. If the child doesn’t seem to be in too much
pain and can continue to play, they can’t have broken
anything and further investigation is unnecessary. But,
according to Beijing United Family Hospital’s (BJU’s)
Pediatric Orthopedic Surgeon Dr. Zhangping Gu, these
parents would have it all wrong.
In order to help parents learn how to tell if their
child has broken a bone – and what their first reaction
should be if they do – we asked Dr. Gu to answer a few
questions.

First, there is the fairly common
greenstick fracture. This occurs
when trauma to one side of the
bone causes the other side of the
bone to crack. The severity of a
greenstick fracture can be very
light – hard to see with the naked
eye – or very severe, like the one
in the image below.
The second type, a buckle
fracture, is also fairly common
in children. It causes a small
protrusion on the edge of the
bone, as can be seen in the
image below.

How do the bone structures of children and adults
differ?

The third type is called a bowing
fracture or a plastic fracture. It
happens when the bone becomes
bent but does not break, as seen
in the image below.

First, I’d like to make one thing clear: Children are far
from just miniature adults. It’s not just that they are
smaller in terms of height and weight – their bodies are
also very different from ours and far less developed.

Finally, there are epiphyseal injuries. These refer to
injuries to a bone structure unique to children: their
growth plates.
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Kids fall over and hurt themselves all the time. How
can parents determine when it’s time to see the
doctor?
After hurting themselves, if your child continues to cry
for more than five minutes, it’s likely that there is a
relatively serious issue and that they should go to the
hospital right away. Also, if your child doesn’t cry much
and you can’t see a clear sign of an injury but your child
complains of tenderness and a limited range of motion,
it might be a good idea to go see the doctor just to
make sure everything is alright. Because children are
naturally very active, it’s possible for them to sustain
a bone fracture while still being able to move the
affected area. If a fracture like this goes unnoticed, it
may worsen to the point that it requires surgery rather
than requiring a simple cast to heal.
Parents need to watch their children closely. Look out
for a change in your child’s range of motion or strength
and try to pay attention to whether they start to move
or walk differently, perhaps as a result of an injury.
If parents are concerned that their child might have
broken a bone, what is the first thing they should do?
If your child has a sprain or fracture, using an ice
compress is a great way to relieve their pain. If they

get injured at school or at home and it appears to be
quite serious, you can try to make a splint to stabilize
the injury and seek medical attention immediately. If
the injury appears relatively mild, you can keep your
child under observation for 24 hours before deciding
whether they need to see the doctor.
If my child suffers a broken bone, what will their
treatment be like? Will it affect them in the long
term?
The treatment will depend on the severity of the
fracture. For a mild fracture, the bone will be reset
and your child will be given a brace. For a fracture of
medium severity, a cast may be required. For severe
fractures (as seen in older children, if the trauma causes
significant bending of the bones, or if the fracture
occurs in a key functional area of the body) then your
child may require surgery or even the use of surgical
pins or wiring.
As long as the injury is dealt with in a timely manner,
your child shouldn’t suffer from long-term issues in the
affected area. It’s important for your child to undergo
checkups soon after their injury (within two weeks) and
three to six months after.

Dr. Zhangping Gu
Before joining Beijing United Family Hospital, Dr. Gu practiced in Nanjing BenQ
Hospital’s orthopedic department as a chief doctor and expert in Pediatric
Orthopedics. In addition to over 20 years of clinical experience, Dr. Gu is published in
several prominent medical journals
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You Did It ...!
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You Rock Graduates!
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Sanlitun Campus (SL)
(010) 8532-6076 ext. 708
Info-SL@ivyschools.com
No. 13 Sanlitun East 4th Street, Chaoyang District,
Beijing
Central Park Campus (CP)
(010) 6597-0250
Info-CP@ivyschools.com
Building 24 Central Park, No. 6 Chaowai Street,
Chaoyang District, Beijing

Lijing Campus (LJ)
(010) 8583-9477
Info-LJ@ivyschools.com
No. 28 Shilipu North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
First City Campus (Chengdu) (CF)
(028)8145-7868/8408-0922
Info-CF@ivyschools.com
First City Compound, No.1 Hemeixi Road,
Chenghua District, Chengdu
Three Thousand Castles Campus (SQ)
(028) 6502-1118/6535-6686
Info-SQ@ivyschools.com
Three Thousand Castles,
No. 60 Jianxiang Road,
Chenghua District, Chengdu
First City Campus (Xi’an) (GJ)
(029) 8647-9192
Info-GJ@ivyschools.com
Building 23, First City Community, Fengcheng 11 Road,
Weiyang District, Xi’an

Ocean Express Campus (OE)
(010) 8446-7287
Info-OE@ivyschools.com
Building E, Ocean Express,
No. 2 East Third Ring North Road,
Chaoyang District, Beijing
Orchid Garden Campus (OG)
(010) 8439-7080/7665
Info-OG@ivyschools.com
Orchid Garden, No. 18 Xin Jin Road, Cui Ge Xiang,
Chaoyang District, Beijing
Summit Residences Campus (HH)
(0574) 8386-2020
Info-HH@ivyschools.com
No. 45 Xinyi Road,Jiangbei District, Ningbo

La Botanica Campus (YJ)
(029)8350-1669/8356-8431
Info-YJ@ivyschools.com
No. 1698 North, Chanhe East Road,
Baqiao District, Xi’an
Eco-city Campus (EC)
(022) 6632-8982
Info-EC@ivyschools.com
No. 1375 Heyun Road,
Sino-Singapore Eco-City, Tianjin
Eco-city Hefeng Road Campus (ES)
(022) 6622-7888
Info-ES@ivyschools.com
No. 312 Hefeng Road, Sino-Singapore Eco-City,
Binhai New Area, Tianjin

Waterfront Campus (SA)
(022) 5889-7705/8815-3105
Info-SA@ivyschools.com
Building 7, Tian Tao Yuan, MJN Waterfront Community,
Jiefang South Road, Hexi District, Tianjin
Beilin Campus (JD)
(029) 8511-0000
Info-JD@ivyschools.com
Xuefu Shouzuo, Xingqing South Road,
Beilin District, Xi’an
Eco-city Experimental Campus (EB)
(022) 6622-7888
Info-EB@ivyschools.com
No. 312 Hefeng Road, Sino-Singapore Eco-City,
Binhai New Area, Tianjin
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Beigao Campus (DS)
(010) 5603-9446
admissions@daystarchina.cn
No. 2, Shunbai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
Sanlitun Campus (Elementary only) (DT)
(010) 8532-2500
admissions-dt@daystarchina.cn
No. 13 Sanlitun East 4th Street,Chaoyang District, Beijing

